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'We're not antivaxxers... we have lost
loved ones': Widower of BBC presenter
who died from Covid-19 vaccine
complications launches legal action
against AstraZeneca on behalf of 75
people whose 'relatives passed away
or suffered jab-related injuries'
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Lisa Shaw died of 'vaccine-induced thrombotic thrombocytopenia' in May 2021
Husband says he tried for two years to engage with UK leaders about her death
ARE YOU JOINING THE ACTION AGAINST ASTRAZENECA? Email
tips@dailymail.com and natasha.anderson@mailonline.com 

By NATASHA ANDERSON 
PUBLISHED: 03:00 EDT, 11 April 2023 | UPDATED: 07:25 EDT, 13 April 2023

The widower of a BBC presenter who died from coronavirus vaccine complications
has launched legal action against pharmaceutical giant AstraZeneca together with
75 people whose 'relatives died or suffered injuries related to the jab'.

Mother-of-one Lisa Shaw, 44, died from 'vaccine-induced thrombotic
thrombocytopenia' in May 2021, about a week after receiving her first Covid jab. She
worked for BBC Radio Newcastle.

Lawyers for her husband, Gareth Eve, reportedly sent pre-action protocol letters
to AstraZeneca last year on the behalf of nearly 75 people who allege that their
relatives died or suffered injuries related to the vaccine.
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Her husband, Gareth Eve, reportedly spent two years trying to get the Government,
MPs and three prime ministers to address what happened to Lisa and now feels he
has 'no alternative' but to pursue legal action.

Mr Eve, who is vaccinated himself, says the lawsuit is not about 'whether somebody
is anti-vax' but about those who lost loved ones and have been 'made to feel like it's
a dirty secret'.

'It's not about Covid, it's not about how many lives the Covid vaccination has saved,
it's about what this vaccination has done to Lisa and other families,' he told the BBC. 

ARE YOU JOINING THE ACTION AGAINST ASTRAZENECA? Email
tips@dailymail.com and natasha.anderson@mailonline.com 
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Gareth Eve says he has 'no alternative' but to pursue legal action against AstraZeneca after his
wife, BBC Radio Newcastle presenter Lisa Shaw, died from coronavirus vaccine complications
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Ms Shaw died from 'vaccine-induced thrombotic thrombocytopenia' in May 2021, about a
week after receiving her first Covid jab

Mr Eve said he sought legal action after two years of failed attempts to contact
officials, alleging no one had 'reached out or engaged with us at all'.

He reiterated that he and the fellow claimants are 'not crackpots or conspiracy
theorists' but instead family members who lost someone because of the vaccine. 

'These things have happened to too many people and we're made to feel like it's a
dirty secret, that we're talking about something we shouldn't be talking about.' 

The father of one said the lawsuit is aimed at drawing attention to 'what this
vaccination has done to Lisa and other families'. 

He added that it's established that his wife's death was 'caused by AstraZeneca's
Covid vaccination'.

Mr Eve said he is seeking 'some sort of acknowledgement or recognition that these
deaths have occurred'. 

He also stated that the complaint is not about financial compensation because no
amount of money is 'going to bring my son's mam back'.
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Mr Eve is pursuing a lawsuit after he reportedly spent two years trying to address the vaccine-
related deaths and illnesses with UK leaders
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HOW MUCH COULD
THE FAMILIES WIN?

The claimants have taken legal action against AstraZeneca under the Consumer
Protection Act 1987.

It is understood that they are pursuing damages on the basis that the Covid vaccine
was a 'defective product in that it was not as safe as consumers generally were
reasonably entitled to expect'.

The claimants have also
demanded payment under the
Government's Vaccine Damage Payment
Scheme.
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The claimants have taken legal action
against AstraZeneca under the
Consumer Protection Act 1987.

It is understood that they are pursuing
damages on the basis that the Covid
vaccine was a 'defective product in
that it was not as safe as consumers
generally were reasonably entitled to
expect'.

The claimants have also demanded
payment under the Government's
Vaccine Damage Payment Scheme.

The Government says that if a person
is 'severely disabled' as a result of a
vaccination against certain diseases,
they could get a one-off tax-free
payment of £120,000.

One can also apply for this payment on
behalf of someone who has died after
becoming severely disabled because
of certain vaccinations. The relative
must be managing their estate to
apply. 

The Vaccine Damage Payment is not a
compensation scheme. Applicants can
still take legal action to claim
compensation, even if they get a
payment from the scheme, the
Government says.

The Government says that if a person is
'severely disabled' as a result of a
vaccination against certain diseases,
they could get a one-off tax-free payment
of £120,000. 

The Vaccine Damage Payment is not a
compensation scheme. Applicants can
still take legal action to claim
compensation, even if they get a
payment from the scheme, the
Government says. 

The Oxford-AstraZeneca vaccine was first
approved for use in the UK in December
2020 when the Government ordered
100million doses of it as part of
its inoculation programme. The jab was
rolled out alongside Pfizer's Covid
vaccine.

Ms Shaw died from a vaccine-linked
condition that induces brain swelling and
bleeding the following May.

A Department for Health and Social Care
spokesperson told MailOnline: 'More than
144 million Covid vaccines have been
given in England, which has helped the
country to live with Covid and saved
thousands of lives.
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'All vaccines being used in the UK have
undergone robust clinical trials and have
met the Medicines and Healthcare
products Regulatory Agency’s (MHRA)
strict standards of safety, effectiveness
and quality.

'The Vaccine Damage Payments Scheme
(VDPS) provides financial support to help
ease the burden on individuals who have,
in extremely rare circumstances, been
severely disabled or died due to
receiving a government-recommended
vaccine.'

Similarly, a spokesman for AstraZeneca - declining to comment on pending litigation
- told MailOnline that patient safety is its 'highest priority'.

'We are unable to comment on ongoing legal matters. Patient safety is our highest
priority and regulatory authorities have clear and stringent standards to ensure the
safe use of all medicines, including vaccines. Our sympathy goes out to anyone who
has reported health problems,' the spokesperson said.

'AstraZeneca and regulatory authorities, carefully record and assess all reports of
potential adverse events associated with use of Vaxzevria. From the body of
evidence in clinical trials and real-world data, Vaxzevria has continuously been
shown to have an acceptable safety profile and regulators around the world
consistently state that the benefits of vaccination outweigh the risks of extremely
rare potential side effects. The Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory
Authority (MHRA) granted conditional marketing approval for Vaxzevria for the UK
based on the safety profile and efficacy of the vaccine.
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'Over 3 billion doses of the vaccine have been supplied to more than 180 countries
and, according to independent estimates, Vaxzevria helped to save more than six
million lives worldwide in the first year of availability alone (December 2020 to
December 2021).'

 

One death for every two million jabs in the UK... but each
one a tragic loss for their heartbroken families 

Seventy-five Brits have been killed by Covid vaccines, official statistics published in
February show. 

It equates to roughly one death for every 2million jabs dished out in the UK.

Leading experts the claim the low death toll is proof the life-saving vaccines are
incredibly safe. They also admitted it could be a slight under-count.

But no matter how low the count, the deaths have taken a heartbreaking toll on the
families of those who passed. 

Among those whose deaths were linked to Covd jabs includes a 'wonderful' mother-
of-two, a design graduate and a father who died from an ultra-rare blood clot
triggered by AstraZeneca's jab just ten days before he would have been
recommended for an alternative vaccine.

Dawn Woolridge, 36 

Dawn Wooldridge, 36, was found dead in her home in June 2021 after having failed
to collect her five-year-old son from school.

Her unexpected death, which happened 11 days after Mrs Wooldridge's first Covid
jab, was likely caused as a result of the vaccination, an inquest heard last year.
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Dawn Wooldridge (right), 36, pictured with
her husband Ashley. Mrs Wooldridge died on
June 15, 2021 - 11 days after having her first
Pfizer vaccine

A postmortem examination showed
showed Mrs Wooldridge had been
healthy at the time of her death and the
toxicology report had found no signs of
alcohol or drugs in her system at the
time.

The only points noted were inflammation
of the heart, fluid in her lungs alongside
a small clot on her lungs. These,
alongside menstrual irregularity and
complaints of pain in her jaw and arm in
the days after the vaccine - the
pathologist suggested, were linked to
myocarditis.

The doctor argued, on the balance of
probabilities, that it is more likely than
not she died from acute myocarditis due
to her recent vaccination.

Concluding the inquest, assistant Coroner Alison McCormick ruled: 'I give the
narrative conclusion that her death was caused by acute myocarditis, due to recent
Covid-19 immunisation.' 

Tom Dudley, 31 

Tom Dudley, 31, who had no underlying health conditions, got his first dose near his
home in Sheffield on April 27, 2021.

But the carpet salesman soon began to suffer headaches — a common side effect of
the British-made vaccine that normally fades within days.
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Tom Dudley, 31, from Sheffield, died from a
blood clot triggered by the AstraZeneca jab
ten days before medics were told to offer an
alternative to the age group

Two weeks after getting the jab, he was
found unresponsive in the early hours at
the home he shared with his partner
Simone and their two daughters.

The Sheffield United fan was rushed to
Northern General Hospital, but doctors
said the bleed on his brain was
'incurable' and he died three days later.

Britain's medical regulator
recommended under-30s should get an
alternative to the AstraZeneca vaccine in
early April when it became clear that
younger people were at greater risk of
the clots — but it did not widen the
advice to under-40s until May 7. 

Mr Dudley's GP said that given his age,
lack of underlying conditions and the
medical advice at the time, it was
appropriate to give him AstraZeneca's jab.

A medic who treated the father-of-two in hospital following the clot told the inquest
it was 'fair to say' he would still be alive if he was given a different vaccine. 

Coroner Tanyka Rawden recorded his cause of death as a bleed on the brain, caused
by the vaccine 

Jack Hurn, 26 

Jack Hurn, from Redditch, died from 'catastrophic' blood clots on his brain two
weeks after receiving the AstraZeneca Covid vaccine.
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Jack Hurn, 26, died less than two weeks after
receiving the AstraZeneca vaccine in June
2021. An inquest heard he was told there was
no Pfizer jab in stock and was given out-of-
date information in relation to blood clot risks
associated with the vaccine

The 26-year-old graduate died in June
2021, less than two weeks after receiving
the jab at a Dudley vaccine centre.

A week-long inquest at Birmingham
Coroner's Court heard that a GP
informed Mr Hurn the risk of blood clots
on the brain for his age group was one in
250,000, when NHS guidance had
actually estimated it to be one in
50,000. 

The inquest heard the automotive design
graduate chose to go ahead with the
first dose of the AstraZeneca vaccine on
May 29, 2021, after being told there was
no Pfizer jab in stock. 

Mr Hurn, originally from Devon, began
suffering with headaches within days
and died on June 11 at Birmingham's
Queen Elizabeth Hospital despite
emergency surgery. 

Doctors allegedly described him as
having 'catastrophic' blood clots on the brain.  

Emma Brown, HM Area Coroner for Birmingham and Solihull, ruled in a report that
Mr Hurn's death was 'due to a rare but recognised complication' of the vaccination.

Kelly Dunley, 38 

Kelly Dunley, 38, tragically died after developing a deep vein thrombosis - a type of
blood clot - after receiving the AstraZeneca Covid jab, a coroner ruled.
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Kelly Dunley, pictured, died weeks after
having the AstraZeneca Covid vaccine,
something a coroner has ruled contributed to
her death

Ms Dunley, from Stoke-on-Trent, had her
first jab on March 2, 2021. 

She was rushed to Royal Stoke University
Hospital on May 17, 2021, after
collapsing. 

Despite the best efforts of medics she
died at the hospital, and a post-mortem
found a blood clot in her leg had
travelled to her lung. 

The examination also found she had a
laceration to her liver, which was likely
caused by the attempted resuscitation,
and an abnormal spleen. 

A coroner ruled last year that her death
was a pulmonary embolism caused by
deep vein thrombosis and linked to
'complications of the vaccine'. 

Oli Akram Hoque, 26 

Oli Akram Hoque, 26, from Ilford, died from a rare blood clot weeks after taking the
AstraZeneca vaccine, an inquest heard.

The trainee solicitor received a dose of the vaccine on March 19, 2021 before
suffering increasingly 'excruciating' headaches.

His condition deteriorated and resulted in his death at Queen's Hospital in Romford,
on April 15, 2021 - one month before his 27th birthday.
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Trainee solicitor Oli Akram Hoque, 26,
received a dose of the vaccine on March 19,
2021 before suffering increasingly
'excruciating' headaches

His father told the court that Mr Hoque
had gone to the Urgent Treatment
Centre located at the Royal London
Hospital ten days before his death on
April 5.

However, he said his son was was
'discharged without proper diagnosis or
investigation' with an injection to stop
him being sick. 

Mr Hogue 'requested a scan to be
carried out but his request was
declined'. 

He later had a seizure and was taken to
Queen's Hospital where a CT scan
identified a blood clot. He was then put
on blood thinners and later died in
hospital.

Mr Hogue's only medical history was a
childhood asthma diagnosis with no
mention of migraines

Britain's medical regulator
recommended under-30s should get an alternative to the AstraZeneca vaccine in
early April when it became clear that younger people were at greater risk of the
clots. 

Nicola Weideling, 45

Nicola Weideling died of a stroke caused by the Oxford/AstraZeneca jab.
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Nicola Weideling died of a stroke caused by
the Oxford/AstraZeneca jab. She is pictured
with her husband, Kurt

The 45-year-old Oxford University Press
executive suffered catastrophic bleeds
on her brain after being hospitalised
with blood clots caused by the vaccine
which she had received 24 days before
dying, a coroner has ruled.

She had complained to her GP about
neck pain but she was not diagnosed
with vaccine side effects until she was
taken to hospital with several other
symptoms of blood clots. 

A post-mortem examination showed Mrs
Weideling died on May 15, 2021 after
suffering a stroke caused by Vaccine-
Induced Immune Thrombotic
Thrombocytopenia (VITT), otherwise
known as blood clots caused by a
vaccine. 

Alpa Tailor, 35 

Healthy mother-of-two Alpa Tailor, 35, died from blood clots on her brain caused by
the AstraZeneca vaccine, a coroner ruled. 

Ms Tailor fell ill just over a week after getting her first dose of the coronavirus jab in
March 2021.

St Pancras Coroner's Court heard that Ms Tailor was complaining of a headache
before she suffered stroke-like symptoms including including slurred speech and a
facial droop.
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Alpa Tailor, 35, fell ill just over a week after
getting her first dose of the coronavirus jab in
March 2021

She was rushed to hospital on April 8
and quickly diagnosed with the then-
new condition known as vaccine-
induced immune thrombocytopenia and
thrombosis (VITT).

Ms Tailor had surgery to relieve pressure
on her brain and whilst doctors initially
thought she had responded well to
treatment, on April 22, medics
discovered she was suffering from
massive brain hemorrhaging. 

Tragically, the devoted mother - who had
the jab to 'protect her family' - then died
and a post-mortem examination found
she had suffered multiple brain clots.   

Risk of blood clots in AstraZeneca's
Covid vaccine
Safety concerns over AstraZeneca's jab first emerged in January 2021, and
prompted EU nations to shun the British-made vaccine en masse. 

AstraZeneca's jab is thought to cause blood clots in one in 100,000 people.

Johnson & Johnson's single-dose jab — which works in a very similar way —
has also been linked to the same complication.
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Share or comment on this article: Widower of BBC presenter who died from jab
has 'no alternative' but to file suit against AstraZeneca

However, regulators have not spotted any consistent trend between Pfizer's
mRNA vaccine and blood clots. 

Its jab — linked to a very rare kind of heart inflammation — is based on
pioneering technology.

Several countries in Europe stopped using the Oxford-designed AstraZeneca
jab in March 2021 after a series of blood clots, with younger people facing a
slightly higher risk.

Regulators analysed the data and found benefits vastly outweighed the risk
for most.

In the absence of doubt, UK health chiefs opted against routinely offering the
jab to under-30s on April 7, 2021, who face a vanishingly rare risk of dying
from Covid.

In a Spanish research study, Pfizer's vaccine was found to be just as likely to
trigger blood clots as AstraZeneca's. 

Since findings first emerged, there has been concern about the vaccine and
its side effects, which experts fear has fuelled hesitancy among some groups
in the UK and overseas. 
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beauty in bright bikinis
during photo shoot in
Mexico... a year after
giving birth to twins
 

'Can't waste a good
song!': Goldie Hawn
dances the Cha Cha
Slide with gobsmacked
fans in a shopping
centre
 

Gigi Hadid flashes toned
midriff in cropped top
and jean shorts while
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enjoying ice cream
cone with pal in New
York City
 

Nicolas Cage shares
his top five of favorite
films that he's done
while promoting new
Dracula movie on CBS
 

Dishevelled Russell
Crowe, 59, is worlds
away from his Gladiator
days with a thick grey
beard and baggy clothes
 

Pregnant Rumer Willis
goes topless under an
elegant black robe as
she appears in stunning
campaign images for
maternity brand
Bumpsuit
 

Victoria Beckham's
niece Tallulah-May Flood
follows in her aunt's
footsteps by 'dating
footballer Edon Pruti and
cosying up at her 21st
birthday'
 

 King Charles
coronation live: Prince
Harry and Meghan
Markle delayed

 LIVE
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/live/article-11968147/King-Charles-coronation-live-Latest-Prince-Harrys-involvement-Royal-news.html


invitation response,
William 'betrayed' by
Spare
 

Khloe Kardashian
pens a very loving
birthday tribute to her
five-year-old daughter
True: 'I prayed for you
for years'
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Jessica Simpson is
back in her Daisy Dukes
as she shows off her
slimmed down figure to
model her clothing line
 

Survivor season 44
contestant Matt
Blankinship reveals he
and castmate Frannie
Marin are now dating in
REAL LIFE: 'I'm the real
winner'
 

Prince Harry and
Meghan Markle kept
King Charles waiting
over Coronation plans
'because they wanted to
know who would be
sitting in front of them' in
Westminster Abbey
 

Courteney Cox makes
her two spaniels Lily and
Bear the stars of an
adorable homemade
music video: 'I got
bored'
 

EXCLUSIVE  Amanda
Bynes seen for FIRST

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-11971305/Jessica-Simpson-Daisy-Dukes-shows-slimmed-figure-promote-designs.html
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time since her release
from mental health
facility - amid claims
she's been told to
'distance herself' from
ex Paul Michael
 

Emily Ratajkowski
flashes her side-boob in
a backless halterneck
dress and knee high
boots as she heads for
lunch in New York - amid
new romance with Harry
Styles
 

Lily James is ever the
beaming beauty in a
navy floral printed dress
as she continues filming
for new flick Relay in
New York City
 

Jennifer Aniston and
Adam Sandler left
shocked by Aussie
journalist's height on red
carpet in resurfaced clip
that's going viral: 'That's
awful, that's not right, I
can't look!'
 

Drake Bell tweets his
surprise at drama of his
missing person report:
'You leave your phone in
the car and don't answer
for the night and this?'
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Jessica Simpson is
helped by husband Eric
Johnson as she leaves
New York hotel in daring
cut-out ensemble that
shows off her drastic
weight loss 
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'I keep it sexy': Coco
Austin flaunts her eye-
popping curves as she
promotes her OnlyFans
- after being slammed
for 'inappropriate'
TikTok dance with
daughter Chanel, 7
 

'We're being locked in
the classes': Tamra
Judge breaks down in
tears while sharing texts
from TERRIFIED teen
daughter after man
carrying a weapon
entered her school 
 

Love and the city: Kim
Cattrall enjoys sunshine
stroll with her partner
Russell Thomas in
NYC... just days before
their seventh
anniversary
 

KISS pause concert in
Brazil after Gene
Simmons falls ill
onstage... but he
RETURNS minutes later
to perform while seated
in a chair
 

Hailey Bieber shows off
her culinary skills as
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she launches own
COOKING spin-off
series titled What's In
My Kitchen? on her
YouTube channel
 

Robin Thicke and April
Love Geary wear
matching outfits while
catching flight out of Los
Angeles
 

Ana de Armas gets
praise for her movie
work from Karol G,
Bowen Yang and
Marcello Hernandez in
new promos for
Saturday Night Live
 

Disney's Lilo & Stitch
live-action remake adds
Sydney Agudong as
Lilo's older sister Nani
alongside Maia Kealoha
and Zach Galifianakis
 

Ariana Madix
continues her run of
'revenge' looks following
her split from cheating
ex-boyfriend Tom
Sandoval
 

Toni Collette looks
effortlessly chic as she
arrives at The Drew
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Barrymore Show in
New York City - as she
promotes her new film
after her split from
husband Dave Galafassi
 

ADVERTISEMENT
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Ellen DeGeneres gives
rare insight into life with
wife Portia de Rossi at
pair's new $70m
'forever home' in
California as she gives
first interview in a YEAR
 

The dark downfall of
Nickelodeon's
wholesome wunderkind:
Inside the many sordid
scandals that blew apart
Drake Bell's once-bright
career
 

Minka Kelly sports
white hoodie and
sweatpants as she
takes her dog for a walk
in LA... after opening up
about traumatic
childhood in new
memoir
 

'She is hugely
passionate about the
project': Cara
Delevingne makes
shock career move as
she launches new
project away from
modeling  
 

Katie Holmes rocks a
bedazzled pair of two-
toned jeans as she
arrives at the Drew
Barrymore Show in New
York City
 

Newly-engaged Millie
Bobby Brown, 19,
flashes her diamond
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ring as she promotes
new coffee range after
announcing nuptials to
Jake Bongiovi
 

EXCLUSIVE  Lisa Marie
Presley's ex-husband
Michael Lockwood is
getting closer to her
millions as he's set to be
appointed legal guardian
of twin daughters, 14
 

EXCLUSIVE  Rihanna
hints at gender of her
baby! Pregnant star
goes shopping for
children's clothes
sparking rumors over
whether she's expecting
a girl or boy 
 

Lori Harvey puts on a
VERY busty display in a
plunging black halter
dress - after romantic
getaway with boyfriend
Damson Idris 
 

EXCLUSIVE  Lottie
Moss turns heads in
vibrant hot pink
ensemble with bold
lipstick print at House of
Sunny event in London
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2023 Academy of
Country Music Awards
nominations led by
HARDY, Lainey Wilson
and Kane Brown... with
Miranda Lambert
earning a record-
breaking 17th nod

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-11971287/2023-Academy-Country-Music-Awards-nominations-lead-newcomer-HARDY-Lainey-Wilson-Kane-Brown.html


 

Viola Davis opts for
sporty look in grey
sweatsuit and trainers
while out and about in
Los Angeles
 

Ashley Graham
showcases her enviable
curves in a busty blue
bikini as she enjoys a
Mexico work trip
 

EXCLUSIVE  Michael
Keaton, 71, supports
himself with crutches as
he recovers from 'minor
2022 injury' while filming
new holiday film
Goodrich in Los Angeles

Sister Wives star
Christine Brown is
ENGAGED to David
Woolley after going
Instagram official on
Valentine's Day -
following Kody Brown
split
 

Megan Thee Stallion
says Carl Crawford's
1501 Certified
Entertainment hasn't
been paying her and is
keeping company's
cash to protect from
potential judgments

Downton Abbey's Laura
Carmichael shows off
her chic sense of style
in an elegant black floral
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dress as she attends
the Private Lives press
night in London
 

Kylie Jenner shares
snaps of her adorable
son Aire, one, smiling
and covered in balloons
 

Lady Gaga is tapped to
co-chair President Joe
Biden's Committee on
the Arts and Humanities
with film producer Bruce
Cohen
 

Ryan Seacrest kisses
Kelly Ripa and reflects
on his six years co-
hosting LIVE with 'our
leader' during emotional
farewell dinner
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Drake Bell 'caused
concern' with family
before he disappeared:
Police found actor 'safe'
hours after he was
reported missing
following trip to
SeaWorld with his son
 

Emily Ratajkowski
cuts a chic figure in red
summer dress as she
steps out for stroll with
son Sylvester, 2, in NYC 
 

Angela Bassett opens
up on her Oscar snub
while discussing her
friendship with Elvis star
Austin Butler: 'I
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understood intimately
what he felt' when he
lost Best Actor
 

Arnold
Schwarzenegger
'decided to fill service
trench after learning gap
wasn't set to be filled
until next month'
 

Paying it forward!
Taylor Swift donates
more than 125K meals
to Florida food bank
ahead of The Eras Tour
stop in Tampa
 

Pictured: Scott Disick
adds to his real estate
portfolio purchasing
sprawling $5 million
ranch in Hidden Hills
 

Vanderpump Rules
star Scheana Shay, 37,
reveals she is planning
to have a SECOND child
with husband Brock -
but will opt for
surrogacy or adoption
after 'traumatic' birth
 

Michael J. Fox had a
'terrible year' due to
Parkinson's but is
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'feeling better'... as he
chats about the 'huge'
groundbreaking
discovery in detecting
the disease
 

Gillian Jacobs wows in
chic red dress as she
weighs in on the
Vanderpump Rules
'Scandoval' drama with
Lala Kent on Watch
What Happens Live
 

Izabel Goulart shows
off her very ample
assets and toned abs in
a plunging leather
corset top as she
watches the Monte-
Carlo Masters in France
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Kourtney Kardashian
reveals she is 'so
happy' with decision
NOT to have her 'show's
cameras' at any of her
wedding ceremonies to
husband Travis Barker
 

Olivia Wilde looks red
faced as she leaves a
Los Angeles gym in
purple leggings - after
exiting the same fitness
studio minutes after ex-
boyfriend Harry Styles
 

Mo'Nique SUES CBS
and Paramount over
'millions in unpaid
royalties' from hit show
The Parkers 
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One Direction 'to
reunite in FULL for the
first time in 8 years for
James Corden's last
ever Late Late Show'
 

Matthew
McConaughey reveals
Woody Harrelson may
be his real life brother
after his mother Mary
sparked suspicions with
cryptic remark
 

Halle Bailey shows off
powerful vocals in a
trailer for Disney's live-
action remake of The
Little Mermaid... after
reflecting on the first
time she watched the
original film
 

Her music will go on!
Celine Dion, 55, set to
release first new song in
four years - amid battle
with neurological
disorder known as stiff-
person syndrome
 

Michelle Yeoh exudes
Hollywood glamour in a
sleek black gown as she
attends a Cartier
jewellery dinner in Hong
Kong  
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Arnold
Schwarzenegger angers
LA city officials as giant
'pothole' he took upon
himself to fill in is
revealed to be a 'service
trench'
 

'The best feeling ever!'
Queer Eye star Tan
France and husband
Rob reveal they're
expecting second child
this summer
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MEGHAN MCCAIN:
God help America!
Meghan has snubbed
the coronation - and any
hopes of her and Harry
buzzing off back to the
UK are lost forever
 

Rachel Brosnahan
looks marvelous outside
of the Today show as
she promotes final
season of her hit show
 

Jake Gyllenhaal is
determined to save his
interpreter in leaked
scene from The
Covenant... as he
reveals he improvised
much of his dialogue
 

English actor Richard
Armitage flashes his
manhood in nude full-
frontal scenes on racy
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new Netflix thriller
Obsession
 

Brooklyn Beckham
joins Snapchat using
nickname Buster and
gives fans a glimpse
into his day-to-day life -
including struggling with
the 'Wasabi Challenge'
 

Ariana Madix is
ravishing in a red
'revenge' dress as she
blows off cheating ex
Tom Sandoval who
claims she 'PUNCHED
him over Raquel affair'
 

Jamie Foxx showing
signs of improvement
after he was rushed to
HOSPITAL due to
mystery medical
emergency... after
family begged fans to
pray
 

Yellowstone stars
Hassie Harrison and
Ryan Bingham confirm
their relationship with a
fiery romantic kiss: 'I
love you, cowboy'
 

King Charles curiously
examines
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commemorative £5
coin featuring his
crowned portrait for the
first time - just weeks
before his May
coronation
 

Shawn Mendes, 24,
and Dr. Jocelyne
Miranda, 51, continue to
fuel dating rumors as
they step out for
breakfast together in
West Hollywood
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Charity that agreed to
bail out Brad Pitt's
foundation for
$20.5million owed to
Hurricane Katrina
victims STILL hasn't
paid up after new homes
fell into ruins
 

Nicholas Hoult reveals
he has NEVER seen
Skins and thinks it would
be 'too painful' to try and
watch the British teen
drama now
 

Harry's awkward
family reunion: Royals
'have no interest in
talking to the Duke
beyond basic greetings' 
 

REVEALED: Prince
Andrew WON'T write
tell-all memoir like Harry
as the disgraced Duke
of York 'would never do
anything to deliberately
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damage' the Royal
Family, insiders say 
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DON'T MISS  

Kimberly Perry is
pregnant! The Band
Perry star reveals she's
expecting first baby with
husband Johnny
Costello: 'I've dreamed
of this for as long as I
can remember!'
 

Gordon Ramsay
shares a sweet kiss with
son Oscar, four, as they
enjoy a family meal
together in Cornwall at a
new restaurant
 

Mia Goth rocks double
denim and a blonde wig
in FIRST sighting on the
LA set of Ti West
slasher MaXXXine
 

Justin Theroux cuts a
casual figure in white
top and jeans as he
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enjoys a stroll with his
adorable rescue pup
Kuma in New York City
 

EXCLUSIVE  Lauren
Sanchez slams
brother's bid to depose
her in defamation case
against National
Enquirer as a 'trojan
horse' to obtain details
he'll use for a payout
 

Doja Cat, Jennifer
Coolidge, and Michael B.
Jordan get the cover
treatment as they land
on TIME's 100 Most
Influential People list
 

Vanessa Hudgens and
best pal GG Magree go
on a witchcraft journey
in the trailer for
supernatural new
documentary Dead Hot
 

King Charles 'has not
invited Sarah Ferguson
to his coronation' -
meaning she will be
forced to watch from
home while her ex
Andrew and daughters
take part

Ashley Benson looks
stylish in leather coat as
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she steps out for date
with oil heir boyfriend
Brandon Davis in West
Hollywood 
 

Emily Ratajkowski
reunites with estranged
husband Sebastian to
exchange their son after
producer was accused
of 'sleeping with teen
girls'
 

Jessica Simpson
shows off VERY
sculpted legs in a tiny
yellow cut-out dress
after going glam in black
one-shoulder gown in
NYC
 

'When the person
sitting next to you has
no idea who you are!':
The Office's Rainn
Wilson catches fellow
passenger watching his
hit sitcom on a flight in
hilarious video 
 

Marvel stars Sebastian
Stan and Maria
Bakalova to co-star in a
Paramount spy comedy:
'I truly couldn't be
happier!'
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Pregnant Rihanna
shops for baby clothes
with beau A$AP Rocky
in Beverly Hills as the
parents anticipate birth
of second child
 

Models Izabel Goulart
and Cindy Bruna ooze
chic in stylish
ensembles as they join
Usain Bolt in the stands
to watch the Monte-
Carlo Masters
 

Surprise! Travis
Barker's band Blink-182
is set to do first
performance in NINE
years at Coachella
 

Lizzo posts message
after troll's attempt to
body-shame her naked
photo massively
backfires 
 

Newly-engaged Millie
Bobby Brown, 19, to top
up £11m acting fortune
as she models her own
fashion collection 
 

Is this the most cursed
film EVER? A look at
Jamie Foxx and
Cameron Diaz's chaotic
movie Back In Action 
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Virtual royal-ity!
Duchess of Edinburgh
stuns in royal blue
ensemble as she plays
around with VR tech
 

'You're acting weird':
How Vanderpump Rules
cheater Tom Sandoval
reacted when Raquel
Leviss kissed Tom
Schwartz AFTER they'd
secretly hooked up 
 

'The sincerity radiates
from her': Drew
Barrymore is praised
for raw and vulnerable
interview with Brooke
Shields about childhood
exploitation
 

Inside Kourtney
Kardashian and Travis
Barker's THREE
weddings: Drunk bride
rolls on floor in Vegas,
says I Do in California
and reveals D&G paid
for pricey Italy nuptials
 

Meet the Stallones!
Inside Sylvester's life as
a 'family man' as he
brushes his cat and
shares his dinner with
his dog in upcoming
reality TV show 
 

Lala Kent doubts that
Tom Sandoval and
Raquel Leviss were
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ever in love with each
other on WWHL
 

Jennifer Lopez, 53,
stuns in leggy floral
shorts and a matching
shirt before changing
into a knitted mini dress
in new campaign for
Coach
 

Nicholas Hoult shares
BTS snaps from his new
film Renfield after
shutting down rumours
co-star Nicolas Cage
shaved his teeth for
Dracula role
 

Jetsetter Gisele!
Bundchen delivers
model off-duty style in a
faded leather jacket as
she flies out of NYC -
after admitting she still
loves ex Tom Brady
 

'Meghan's decision not
to go to the King's
coronation is admirable
and inspiring':
Sussexes' supporter Dr
Shola Mos-Shogbamimu
says
 

'Love you Ari': Bella
Hadid says she is
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'proud' while showing
support for pal Ariana
Grande - after the singer
shut down body
shamers in new video 
 

Nicole Scherzinger, 44,
showcases her jaw-
dropping figure in a TINY
silver mini as she goes
sexy for The Masked
Singer's Space Week 

A Meghan fan,
perhaps? Mother of
Princess Beatrice's
stepson says she would
'love to have dinner with
Oprah' because she
'would have gossip'
 

Joe Jonas swerves UK
pub chain for dinner at
upmarket Amazonico
with Nick and Priyanka
Chopra after THAT
brutal review
 

Katie Holmes keeps it
comfy in baggy red plaid
top and white
sweatpants while out in
NYC... after rocking
more glam look to
promote new film Rare
Objects
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Caitlyn Jenner steps
out on coffee run in
Malibu after blasting
trans activists as
'domestic terrorists' for
'attacking' outspoken
swimmer Riley Gaines
 

Sequin style! Princess
Charlene of Monaco
dons shimmering black
gown as Prince Albert
receives a portrait of his
mother Grace Kelly
during their visit to Italy 
 

Rebel Wilson is every
inch the doting mother
as she enjoys an island
getaway with fiancée
Ramona Agruma
 

'I'm too scared to
sleep!': Netflix's
Haunted paranormal
series leaves viewers
'absolutely terrified'
 

Revealed: Kourtney
Kardashian wore her
late father's wedding
ring when she married
Travis Barker in their
lavish Italian nuptials
thanks to Kris Jenner
 

Nick Cannon FORGETS
about his daughter Onyx
after being asked to
name his 12 children on
Howard Stern Show:
'You threw me off!'
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.

Revealed: Kourtney
Kardashian and Travis
Barker were BLOCKED
from holding Italian
wedding in Catholic
church... so Dolce &
Gabbana recreated
lavish chapel outdoors
 

Foo Fighters tease first
new music since the
tragic death of drummer
Taylor Hawkins with
cryptic message
 

King Charles net
worth: Just how rich is
reigning monarch?
Ascended to the throne in
September 2022,
following the death of
Queen Elizabeth II 

The Conjuring movies
are being turned into a
TV series for HBO's
rebranded streaming
service Max - and it will
continue the film's
storyline
 

Sussexes' coronation
plans came after 'weeks
of transatlantic ping
pong' and Prince Harry
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is not expected to take
part in procession
 

Gigi Hadid is chic in
beige suit as she enjoys
a stylish night out with
Queer Eye's Tan France
and Antony Porowski
 

What is the new Harry
Potter TV series? Where
can you watch? When
will it air? Are the
original stars returning?
 

Jessica Simpson
shows off incredibly thin
figure in a plunging
brown corset minidress
amid claims her loved
ones are 'worried' about
her drastic weight loss
 

'She cooks like me!'
Victoria Beckham
shares a fun clip of
daughter Harper, 11,
making pizzas after
THAT 'family peace
summit'
 

Prince William and
Prince Harry both pay
heartfelt tributes to
'inspirational' Help for
Heroes founder Bryn
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Parry who's died aged
67

Will Prince Andrew
attend and take part in
King Charles III
coronation? 
 

Netflix divides fans as
it 'AXES a popular spin-
off series after just one
season'
 

'I fell for this s**t once!'
Star of Netflix comedy
Beef Ali Wong reveals
the 'secret' way to tell if
men have a micropenis
 

Sam Smith defiantly
dons devil headwear
and holds a pitchfork
before slipping into a
sheer veil for first night
of Gloria tour
 

Rebel Wilson cuts a
sporty figure in athletic
leggings as she goes on
solo hike in LA after
being 'mum-shamed'
over the way she holds
her baby girl Royce
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Ashley Benson looks
chic in cutout dress as
she is joined by
bombshells Anastasia
Karanikolaou and
Shanina Shaik at Bondi
Sands event
 

The Masked Singer:
Alicia Witt and Melissa
Joan Hart reveal
identities after
performing on Fox show
 

Victoria Silvstedt
flashes her abs in a
white crop top and
skinny jeans as she
enjoys the Monte-Carlo
Masters

Amanda Kloots
showcases legs in
orange plaid short suit
while promoting new
children's book Tell Me
Your Dreams
 

Liam Payne makes a
bleary-eyed departure
from PLT launch with
leggy girlfriend Kate
Cassidy
 

Inside Minka Kelly's
shocking childhood:
Actress underwent
abortion aged 17 and
claims she was forced
to make sex tape by
abusive boyfriend
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'Felt like coming
home': Joanna Gaines
takes her family on
emotional 'dream' trip to
South Korea for very
first time to visit where
her mother grew up
 

Hailey Bieber shows
off her toned legs in
daring black minidress
and stiletto heels for a
night out on the town in
NYC
 

Growing up fast! Proud
mama Kylie Jenner
shares precious video
of her one-year-old son
Aire walking: 'You're a
cute boy!' 

Paul Wesley walks
hand in hand with his
leggy model girlfriend
Natalie Kuckenburg in
New York City
 

Kris Jenner, 67, puts
on an elegant display in
black coat dress and
knee-high boots for
dinner date with
boyfriend Corey
Gamble, 42
.

Katie Holmes says
'sexual assault is an
understood secret
amongst all women' in
candid interview where
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she also reveals her
drive to 'protect' her
daughter Suri, 16
 

Lori Harvey
showcases her
incredible bikini body in
sizzling swimwear as
she relaxes on Turks
and Caicos vacation
 

Pictured: Harry Styles
and ex Olivia Wilde are
spotted leaving the
SAME gym in LA just
minutes apart - after
singer moved on with
Emily Ratajkowski 
 

Nicky Hilton looks
stunning in boho-chic
maxi dress paired with
pastel yellow designer
handbag as she steps
out in NYC
 

Laguna Beach vet
Kristin Cavallari
embraces her noughties
roots as she announces
new 2004 themed
collection for
Uncommon James
 

Jennifer Lopez
promotes her Delola
cocktail line with glam
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photoshoot before
boarding private jet...
after being blasted for
launching alcohol brand
when she doesn't drink
 

The Big Bang Theory
universe expands! New
spin-off from
showrunner Chuck
Lorre is in the works -
after worldwide success
of Young Sheldon
 

True Thompson turns
five! Khloe Kardashian
showers her daughter
with love and adorable
throwback photos as
her famous family
members also share
gushing tributes
 

Kim Kardashian WILL
attend the Met Gala
despite previous reports
that she and her family
were cut from the guest
list by Anna Wintour
 

Mariah Carey's iconic
1994 holiday classic All I
Want For Christmas Is
You is added to Library
of Congress' National
Recording Registry... as
the singer responds on
social media
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'This is a mini midlife
crisis': Damian Lewis
forges new career path
as a musician as he
writes 'deeply personal'
album following death of
wife Helen McCrory
 

Adam Brody gushes
about the first time he
met wife Leighton
Meester: 'I was smitten
instantly'
 

'Something felt
off': Vanderpump Rules'
Lala Kent reveals she
suspected Tom
Sandoval and Raquel
Leviss were having an
affair since the summer

Nicki Minaj teams up
with 50 Cent to
executive produce and
star in the new animated
TV series Lady Danger
for Freevee
 

True Detective: Night
Country trailer finds
Jodie Foster trying to
solve the mysterious
disappearance of eight
researchers in Alaska
 

Sofia Vergara heads to
America's Got Talent
studio toting $3,800 Dior
bag... as ex-fiancé Nick
Loeb continues legal
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battle over their frozen
embryos
 

James Marsden rocks
a short sleeve button-
down shirt and blue
trousers while out in
New York City... after
recalling 'bizarre' jury
duty experience
 

Bad Boys Back
Together! Will Smith
reunites with Martin
Lawrence on set of
fourth film in action
franchise... as he puts
THAT Oscars slap
behind him
 

Mia Goth is set to join
cast of highly
anticipated reboot of
Blade by Marvel Studios
due out in 2024
 

Keeping Up With The
Kardashians' demands!
James Corden becomes
assistant to reality TV
star family and gets
NAKED for a shower in
Kylie Jenner's office
bathroom
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Sofia Vergara's pro-life
ex-fiancé claims
Beverly Hills fertility
clinic failed to tell him
their embryos would be
destroyed if they broke
up - after losing court
battle to keep them
 

Harry Potter is
OFFICIALLY set to
become a TV show,
bosses confirm - with
JK Rowling acting as
executive producer, NO
movie stars returning 
 

Shirtless Hugh
Jackman spends time in
the sun as fans remind
him to 'apply sunscreen'
following the actor's
skin cancer scare
 

'I think we're out of our
element': Chip and
Joanna Gaines remodel
their Waco hotel in new
trailer for upcoming
HBO Max series Fixer
Upper: The Hotel
 

A flip flop! Jimmy Choo
co-founder Tamara
Mellon sells luxury New
York City penthouse
complete with a
wardrobe for 1,000
SHOES at a loss for
$19.25M
 

John Mayer speaks out
about his 2013 song
Paper Doll rumored to
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be about ex Taylor
Swift... amid her split
from Joe Alwyn
 

Olivia Culpo shows off
her massive
engagement ring again
as she steps out in LA
wearing chic black
ensemble
 

EXCLUSIVE  Sex, God,
& rock and roll! How an
ominous vision saw
'omnisexual' Little
Richard quitting music
for bible school - only to
return to a life of excess
years later
 

Jessica Alba looks
radiant as she shares
fun family photos from
their Hawaiian getaway:
'Another Spring Break in
the books!'
 

Johnny Depp's first
wife Lori brands Amber
Heard 'horrific' in rare
interview as she praises
'kind' actor 
 

DAN WOOTTON: Has
gutless Meghan
swerved the Coronation
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because she can't
stand the thought of
being booed?
 

Sylvester Stallone
returns in the action-
packed new teaser for
Guardians Of The
Galaxy Vol. 3
 

FIRST LOOK: Colin
Farrell transforms once
again into The Penguin
in brand new teaser for
upcoming spin-off about
'the new kingpin of
Gotham'
 

Margaret Qualley plays
a possessive dominatrix
in sexy new trailer for
the 'twisted romantic
comedy' Sanctuary
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